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Markforged and 3YOURMIND now enable an end-to-end additive workflow.
(Graphic: Business Wire)

Markforged Partners with 3YOURMIND to
Scale Automation of Additive
Manufacturing in Multi-Vendor
Ecosystems

3YOURMIND Delivers End-to-End Additive Manufacturing Workflow by Integrating
Markforged’s Eiger Software to Facilitate Industry 4.0 Adoption

WATERTOWN, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Markforged (NYSE: MKFG), creator of the
integrated metal and carbon fiber additive manufacturing platform, The Digital Forge, today
announced a partnership with 3YOURMIND, a developer of additive manufacturing (AM)
workflow software solutions, to integrate Markforged’s Eiger software platform with
3YOURMIND’s manufacturing execution software (Agile MES) and other lifecycle
management tools via API. This level of seamless connectivity is the next step toward
Industry 4.0 adoption and digital transformation on the factory floor.

This press release features multimedia. View the full release here:
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220516005335/en/

“With Eiger,
Markforged is
advancing
interoperability with
cloud and business
system tooling to
enable deeper
penetration of
additive into our
customers’
manufacturing
ecosystems with the
traceability, reporting
and security required
in these digital
workflows,” said Ted
Plummer, Director of
Product

Management, Software at Markforged. “At a time of global supply chain disruption, making it
easier to print, verify and use 3D printed parts in mission critical applications is more
important than ever.”

A primary barrier to Industry 4.0 is the disjointed nature of tools in the additive

https://markforged.com/
https://www.3yourmind.com/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220516005335/en/


manufacturing workflow which block adoption of true digital transformation. To address this
gap, 3YOURMIND and Eiger now connect to deliver an end-to-end automated solution that
is intended to enable users to create, order and schedule prints on Markforged printers
directly from their product lifecycle management systems. The integration is designed to
provide real-time visibility into the state and performance of a multi-vendor fleet of printers,
allowing a single point of monitoring for a shop’s assets from various OEMs. The integration
also includes Markforged’s proprietary Blacksmith software, which enables in-process part
inspection and automatically appends a printed part’s quality assurance report to its digital
record.

"3YOURMIND is excited to partner with Markforged to expand API integrations for
3YOURMIND and Markforged users who value secure data handling due to the sensitivity of
their data," says Aleksander Cizsek, Founder and CEO of 3YOURMIND. "As a result of this
partnership, manufacturers will have more intuitive, streamlined access to machine data to
further empower their production capabilities and discover new avenues for workflow
efficiency."

Eiger is cloud-based and data-driven manufacturing software that enables manufacturers to
3D print parts on demand, right at the point of need. It drives the largest connected fleet of
3D printers worldwide, providing automated workflows and real-time analytics. Eiger
leverages AI to continuously improve and provide over-the-air software updates to users.
Access to Eiger’s API is included for all customers of Eiger Fleet, Markforged’s enterprise
software solution. Eiger Fleet customers have leveraged the Eiger API to automatically print
parts as they reach end of life, or as part of a digital kanban inventory system. The
integration with 3YOURMIND provides an out-of-the-box experience, making production-
ready performance simple.

“Eiger has been instrumental in harnessing the power of our connected fleet of 3D printers
during our recent Project DIAMOnD initiative in Michigan,” said Tom Kelly, Executive
Director and CEO of Automation Alley. “Over 300 local manufacturers have banded together
to create a powerful, distributed network and today they are creating tourniquet parts to
assist medical efforts in Ukraine. This use cases illustrates the power of true digital
transformation in the manufacturing industry, and we’re excited to see how 3YOURMIND’s
integration of Eiger API continues to improve these capabilities.”

Markforged is exhibiting at RAPID + TCT held at Huntington Place in Detroit from May 17-
19, talking about this integration, demoing the new FX20 and unveiling new Eiger features.
Markforged will be at booth #3808 and 3YOURMIND will be at booth #3622.

About Markforged

Markforged (NYSE: MKFG) is reimagining how humans build everything by leading a
technology-driven transformation of manufacturing with solutions for enterprises and
societies throughout the world. The Markforged Digital Forge brings the power and speed of
agile software development to industrial manufacturing, combining hardware, software, and
materials to solve supply chain problems right at the point of need. Engineers, designers,
and manufacturing professionals all over the world rely on Markforged metal and composite
printers for tooling, fixtures, functional prototyping, and high-value end-use production.
Markforged is headquartered in Watertown, Mass., where it designs its products with over
400 employees worldwide. To learn more, visit www.markforged.com.

https://markforged.com/software
http://www.markforged.com/?mfv=Mark3D


About 3YOURMIND

3YOURMIND’s unique end-to-end workflow software enables industry leaders to build on-
demand distributed production models. 3YOURMIND offers Enterprise Software to automate
additive manufacturing processes and workflows. Its modularized product suite standardizes
every aspect of the additive manufacturing (AM) supply chain, from creating digital qualified
parts inventories to shop-floor processes automation. The software lays the foundation for
agile manufacturing with end-to-end transparency, traceability, and flexibility. 3YOURMIND
is a global organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany, and satellite offices
throughout Europe and the United States.

Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains forward-looking statements that are based on beliefs and
assumptions and on information currently available. In some cases, you can identify forward-
looking statements by the following words: “may,” “will,” “could,” “would,” “should,” “expect,”
“intend,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “project,” “potential,” “continue,”
“ongoing” or the negative of these terms or other comparable terminology, although not all
forward-looking statements contain these words. These statements involve risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results, levels of activity, performance
or achievements to be materially different from the information expressed or implied by these
forward-looking statements. Although Markforged believes that it has a reasonable basis for
each forward-looking statement contained in this press release, Markforged cautions you
that these statements are based on a combination of facts and factors currently known by it
and its projections of the future, about which it cannot be certain. Forward-looking
statements in this press release include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the
impact of the newly-announced 3YOURMIND and Markforged Eiger software integration on
the manufacturing industry and Markforged, statements related to product development and
innovation, and statements regarding the potential benefits to consumers of Markforged
products including, but not limited to, this new integration. Markforged cannot assure you
that the forward-looking statements in this press release will prove to be accurate. These
forward looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including,
among others, general economic, political and business conditions and other factors
discussed under the header "Risk Factors" in the in Markforged’s most recent registration
statement on Form S-1, Markforged’s most recent periodic report on Form 10-Q and other
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Furthermore, if the forward-
looking statements prove to be inaccurate, the inaccuracy may be material. In light of the
significant uncertainties in these forward-looking statements, you should not regard these
statements as a representation or warranty by us or any other person that Markforged will
achieve its objectives and plans in any specified time frame, or at all. The forward-looking
statements in this press release represent Markforged’s views as of the date of this press
release. Markforged anticipates that subsequent events and developments will cause its
views to change. However, while Markforged may elect to update these forward-looking
statements at some point in the future, Markforged has no current intention of doing so
except to the extent required by applicable law. You should, therefore, not rely on these
forward-looking statements as representing Markforged’s views as of any date subsequent
to the date of this press release.

View source version on businesswire.com:
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